130 THE AGE OP THE GREAT DEPRESSION
forecast an ultimate dilemma in planning—between the
Highwayless Town, its residential districts barred to major
travel, and the Townless Highway, with under and over-
passes for arterial crossings* The latter thirties, with their
works programs, saw a vast proliferation of freeways or
parkways for motor traffic at high speeds* With scenic plant-
ing and occasional areas for picnicking or sight-seeing they
enhanced the suburban landscape while making traffic at once
faster and safer by systems of access and departure ramps and
intersections of clover-leaf or other ingenious design*
Statistics likewise showed that decentralization was build-
ing supercommunities whose economic and cultural influence
transcended the bounds of municipal government and taxa-
tion and whose power was "more realistic in many ways
than the existing political states" of the Union. Already in
the decade prior to 1930 the population within the core cities
of ninety-six metropolitan districts had grown only a fifth,
while their fringes increased almost two fifths* This trend
continued through the thirties, the number of metropolitan
districts advancing from a hundred and thirty-three in 1930
to a hundred and forty ten years later, at which time they
comprised forty-two million people in the central areas and
twenty million on the periphery. Thus, while Americans
showed their incorrigible attraction to metropolitan civiliza-
tion, they revealed an increasing desire to escape from its
nuclear tyranny.
In the zone between city and country citizens hoped to
have the best of both worlds. During the 1930*s, while the
nation's population was augmenting a little more than seven
per cent, urban areas eight per cent, and that of the farm
remaining almost stationary, the ranks of rural nonfarm or
small-village folk leaped fourteen per cent. The commuter's
train and bus as well as the private automobile, the lure of
outdoor life for health and pleasure and the greater leisure
decreed by the Depression and technological efficiency were
important factors* Wives and children rather than bread-

